Abstract. We show improved local energy decay for the wave equation on asymptotically Euclidean manifolds in odd dimensions in the short range case. The precise decay rate depends on the decay of the metric towards the Euclidean metric. We also give estimates of powers of the resolvent of the wave propagator between weighted spaces.
Introduction
The aim of this paper is to investigate the decay of the local energy for the wave equation associated to short range metric perturbations of the Euclidean Laplacian on R d , d ≥ 3 odd. More precisely, for any ρ > 0, we show that the local energy decays like t −ρ if the metric converges like x −ρ−2−ε toward the Euclidean metric. This result rests on the C ρ+1 smoothness of the weighted resolvent of the wave generator.
The case of the wave equation in dimension d ≥ 3 odd is very specific. Indeed, in flat space, the strong Huygens principle guaranties that the local energy decays as fast as we want. For compactly supported perturbations, this no longer holds in general but one can use the theory of resonances (see [21] for a general presentation of this field) to prove dispersive estimates. In non-trapping situations, this theory gives a resonance expansion of the cut-off propagator which implies an exponential decay of the local energy with an optimal decay rate as in [17] for example. Such properties are related to the meromorphic extension to the whole complex plane (and, in particular, in a neighborhood of 0) of the cut-off resolvent of the wave generator (see [22] , [24] ). The resonance theory can also be used in trapping situations, but there is necessarily a "loss of derivatives" in the local energy estimate, see [18] . Among the large literature on this subject, we only refer to [7] , [23] .
One can also obtain exponential decay of the local energy using the theory of resonances for exponentially decaying perturbations. In this case, the weighted resolvent has a meromorphic extension only in a half-plane containing the real axis and the exponential decay rate of the local energy is controlled by the exponential decay of the perturbation at infinity. Such ideas were developed in [8] , [15] , [20] . It is therefore natural to ask what are the decay rate and the regularity properties of the resolvent for polynomially decaying perturbations. In such situations, it is unlikely that the resolvent is analytic near the real axis. However, we might hope that the weighted resolvent has some C k regularity properties up to the real line, depending on the decay rate of the perturbation. In the same way, the exponential decay should be replaced by a polynomial one. In this paper, we show that this is indeed the case.
Note that the definition of the resonances by complex dilation or distortion (see [1] , [13] ) does not seem to be appropriate to show local energy decay at low frequencies. Indeed, such methods do not give good estimates of the resolvent near the thresholds. Concerning the resonances, we also mention that the dynamically definition of [10] which describes the long time evolution of well-prepared initial data.
To prove the local energy decay, one can also apply other techniques like the vector field methods (in the huge literature of this field, see e.g. [16] and the books [2] , [12] ), the Mourre theory (see [3] , [6] ), . . . However, in general, these methods do not distinguish between the parity of the dimension and give the polynomial decay of the local energy that one expects in even dimensions mutatis mutandis. Eventually, the theory of perturbations can be used to get resolvent estimates at low energy and then decay of the local energy for "small perturbations" (short range interactions, lower order terms, . . . ). This approach, close to the one developed in this paper, has been followed in numerous papers concerning the local energy decay for the Schrödinger equation perturbed by a potential (see [14] , [19] for example).
In this paper, we consider the following operator on R d , with d ≥ 3 odd,
The C ∞ hypothesis is made mostly for convenience, much weaker regularity could actually be considered. We make an ellipticity assumption:
I d being the identity matrix on R d . We also assume that P is a long range perturbation of the Euclidean Laplacian:
In particular, if b = 1, we are concerned with an elliptic operator in divergence form
, then the above operator is unitarily equivalent to the Laplace-Beltrami −∆ g on (R d , g) with metric
where (g i,j ) i,j is inverse to (g i,j ) i,j and the unitary transform is just multiplication by g. We are mainly interested in the low frequency behaviour, but our result is global in energy if we suppose in addition (H3) P is non-trapping.
In the following, · will design the norm on
Let us first rewrite the wave equation associated to P as a first order equation. The wave equation
is equivalent to the first order equation
with ψ = (u, ∂ t u) and
We also put P 0 = −∆ and
.
Our main result is the following:
ii) If we suppose in addition (H3), then the above estimate holds globally in energy:
For d = 3, we can replace x −µ−1−ε by x −µ−1/2−ε in the above estimates.
Remark 2.
Combining the previous theorem with [3] and an interpolation argument, we can replace
Note that one can express the wave propagator at low frequencies in terms of P using the classical formula
and that χ(G) = χ( √ P ) ⊕ χ( √ P ) for χ even. The proof of Theorem 1 rests on the following smoothness property of the weighted resolvent at low frequencies (see also the Hölder regularity stated in Proposition 11).
. Then, for all s ∈ R and C, ε > 0, we have
The polynomial decay of the local energy (resp. the C k smoothness of the weighted resolvent) for polynomially decaying perturbations is analogous to the exponential decay of the local energy (resp. the analytic extension of the resolvent) given by the resonance theory for compactly supported or exponentially decaying perturbations.
The free resolvent
The goal of this section is to show the following estimate on the free resolvent.
To prove this result, we will write the free resolvent as an integral in time over the evolution and then use the strong Huygens principle. Note that we estimate the powers of the resolvent in a scale of Sobolev spaces rather than in a scale of energy spaces. We therefore first need rough estimates for the evolution on H 1 ⊕ L 2 .
Lemma 5. Uniformly for t ∈ R, we have
Proof. Using the functional calculus, we obtain
t .
Combined with (1.6), this implies the first estimate.
We now prove (2.2). Using the previous arguments, we only have to show
1.
By the classical Hardy estimate, we have
which gives by Fourier transform
We conclude that
and the second estimate of the lemma follows.
The following estimate on the free evolution is fundamental for the proof of Proposition 4.
Lemma 6. Let d ≥ 3 be odd and α ≥ 1. Then, uniformly in t ∈ R, we have
[) be such that ϕ = 1 close to zero. In particular, this implies
and
We obviously have
On the other hand,
Combining the three previous estimates, it yields (2.4)
Using the previous estimates, we can now finish the proof of the lemma. We write
Using (2.2), (2.4) and α ≥ 1, we get (2.6)
The same way, (2.2), (2.3), (2.4) and α ≥ 1 imply
Eventually, the strong Huygens principle and the assumptions on the support of ϕ give (2.8)
Thus, the lemma follows from (2.5) and the estimates (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8).
Proof of Proposition 4. We have, for Im z > 0,
and thus
We then estimate, for Im z > 0,
where we have used Lemma 6. To obtain the higher order estimates, we observe that
and that
The proof for Im z < 0 is analogous.
Improved estimates for the free resolvent in dimension 3
In this section, we show improved resolvent estimates in dimension 3 using the explicit form of the kernel.
Then, for all C, ε > 0, we have
In order to prove this proposition, we will need the following lemma valid in all dimensions. 
As α + β < d, we can take r 2 = 2 and
which is fulfilled for ε > 0 small enough since α + β + γ > d.
Proof of Proposition 7. Using Proposition 4, it is sufficient to consider the case k ≥ 2. Let us first recall that the kernel of the free resolvent in dimension 3 is given by
Using (1.5), we write
The kernel of the second operator in the above line is given by
Note also that, for k ≥ 2,
Thus, the kernel of this operator decomposes into a sum of terms of the form
We therefore have to bound kernels of the form
If γ − 1 = −1, then Lemma 8 tells us that the corresponding operator is bounded on L 2 for κ ≥ 1. If γ − 1 ≥ 0, then for κ = γ − 1 + 3/2 the above kernel can be estimated by
which clearly defines a bounded operator on L 2 . The worst case is γ = k − 1 and thus κ = k − 1/2. This proves the estimate in L(H 0 ) and then in L(H s , H s+k ) by the same argument as in the end of the proof of Proposition 4.
Resolvent estimates for the perturbed operator
Using the results obtained in the previous sections, we now prove the estimates for the weighted resolvent of G stated in Theorem 3. To lighten the exposition, we will use the notations R(z) = (G − z) −1 and R 0 (z) = (G 0 − z) −1 in the sequel. Let ∂ j = ∂ j b and ∂ * j = b∂ j . In the following, r j will stand for an error term fulfilling
Let us now introduce
which is continuous. Note that
where we have not written the sum over the indexes on the right hand side. In dimension 3, we will need the following lemma. Note that this result also applies to G replaced by G 0 .
Lemma 9.
For all s ∈ R and C, ε > 0, we have
Proof. We only show (4.4), the proof for (4.5) being analogous. Let us first recall that
In order to prove a bound on L(H 0 , H 1 ), it is therefore sufficient to show that Eventually, the case s ∈ R follows from an interpolation argument.
To prove Theorem 3, it will be useful to have an explicit form of the powers of the perturbed resolvent R k (z) in terms of the powers of the free resolvent R j 0 (z), 1 ≤ j ≤ k, and of the perturbed resolvent R(z).
Lemma 10. For all k ∈ N * and z ∈ C \ R, we have
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction over k. In the case k = 1, we use twice the resolvent identity:
Let us now suppose the lemma for k ≥ 1. We write
where the last sum has the required properties.
Proof of Theorem 3. Let us first consider the case k = 1. From (1.4), we have
Using [4, Theorem 1] and a simple calculation, we get
uniformly in z ∈ C \ R, |z| ≤ C. It then follows by (4.9) that (4.10)
and the case k = 1 follows.
We now treat the case k ≥ 2, d ≥ 3 odd. Using Lemma 10, we can write
Since α j + α j+1 ≤ k + 1 < ρ, (4.2) and (4.3) imply that
is a bounded operator. Moreover, from Proposition 4 and (4.10), we have
uniformly in z ∈ C\R, |z| ≤ C. Combining (4.11) with the previous estimates, α 0 ≤ k, α n ≤ k and α j = k+n, we get that x −k−ε R k (z) x −k−ε is bounded uniformly in z ∈ C\R, |z| ≤ C as operator from H s to H s+k .
It remains to study the case k ≥ 2 and d = 3. As before, Lemma 10 gives where the sum over the indexes does not appear. In particular, since α j +α j+1 ≤ k+1 < ρ+1, V can be written as
where
and B is a bounded operator H s to H s−1 . From Proposition 7, Lemma 9 and (4.10), we have, for j ∈ {1, . . . n − 1}, (4.14)
. Then, Proposition 7 and Lemma 9 give (4.15)
Putting together (4.12), (4.13), (4.14) and (4.15), we get that
It turns out that the weighted resolvent of G is not only bounded, but also has some Hölder regularity which will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.
. Then, for all s ∈ R and C, ε > 0, we have 
exist for λ ∈] − C, C[ and j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Moreover, for j ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1},
Proof of Proposition 11. An interpolation argument using Proposition 4 and Proposition 7 gives, for j ≥ 2,
Since k ≥ 2, Theorem 3 yields
for all d ≥ 3 odd. This gives (4.17)
For the improvement in dimension d = 3, we need estimates in the spirit of Lemma 9. Since k ≥ 2, Theorem 3 yields
and then
Interpolating with Lemma 9, we get
The same way,
By Lemma 10, we can write
Now, the rest of the proof is similar to the one of Theorem 3 and we omit the details. The difference is that we add an additional x −α on the left and on the right of (M j (z) − M j (z ′ )) and that we use (4.16), (4.17), (4.18) and (4.19) instead of Proposition 4, Proposition 7, Lemma 9 and (4.10) to estimate this term.
Proof of the main theorem
In this part, we deduce Theorem 1 from the smoothness of the weighted resolvent obtained in Section 4. First note that for µ < 2, this theorem follows from [3] . Indeed, under the assumption ρ > 0, it is proved in [3, Theorem 1 i)] that Interpolating the two previous estimates yields Theorem 1 for µ < 2.
In the sequel, we assume that µ ≥ 2. Thus, we can apply Corollary 12 with k = ⌊µ⌋+1 ≥ 3. Using Stone's formula and integrating by parts, we get 
